


WHO WE ARE?
Born within the darkness of space, a new gem was given light.
Exonova Protocol is the birth of something great. A community
driven token within the wild west of crypto, making passive
income as simple as possible. We have taken extra time and
care to provide the right token for our community. Our aim is to
provide a safe haven for our investors and make it the forefront
of what we do.

We are building a multi-project ecosystem that works on any
device, connecting everything through the internet. Exonova
Protocol, is the first of three tokens launching in our
Multi-project ecosystem, Each project/Token to be launched by
Team EON will have its own unique infrastructure and function.

Behind Exonova, there are 3 main core members and 4
secondary line team members from all over the globe, ensuring
there is always progress being made within our ecosystem.

This isn’t our first rodeo, a collective of 15+ years within the
team & with many of the members being behind and managing
some major projects within the crypto space. We’re an
experienced team that has the drive and determination to
continue to bring Exonovas’ ecosystem to new heights and
make it succeed.

We are always looking for new members for our team. People
that can bring new and exciting ideas to the table & make our
ecosystem thrive with new life.



Our vision
Exonova is just the front door into our multi-project ecosystem.
There will be 3 major projects within our ecosystem. Sector
launch Q1 2022 & ARK launch Q4 2022 each with their own
unique function & utility.

Exonova’s vision is simple, to bring an easier way to put your
passive income on auto-pilot. With a 8% reflection with BUSD
stable coin and a 5% transaction fee awarded for LP acquisition
to create an everlasting supply for trading.

We want to make holding Exonova tokens a good thing, so we
are rewarding our holders with BUSD. We want to incentivise
our investors to stay with us, whilst we smash new milestones
and continue to grow our ecosystem into a thriving community.

We have many hidden milestones within our ecosystem that we
will be implementing at key points in our journey. Each
milestone will see different infrastructural developments being
released to our community, you will have to stick around to see.

We intend to keep our holders included with decision-making
throughout the life of NOVA, from future growth, charitable
donations, influencing partnerships and further suggestions
from our holders.



Smart contract

Best Practices

❖ Owner cannot stop or pause the smart contract.

❖ Owner cannot lock or burn the user's assets.

❖ Owner cannot mint tokens after initial contract
creation/deployment.

❖ The smart contract utilizes “SafeMath” function to avoid

common smart contract  vulnerabilities.

string private _name = "Exonova";

library SafeMath {
function add(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns (uint256) {
uint256 c = a + b;
require(c >= a, "SafeMath: addition overflow");

function sub(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns (uint256) {
return sub(a, b, "SafeMath: subtraction overflow");

uint256 c = a * b;
require(c / a == b, "SafeMath: multiplication overflow");

return c;

function div(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns (uint256) {
return div(a, b, "SafeMath: division by zero");

function mod(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns (uint256) {
return mod(a, b, "SafeMath: modulo by zero");



Warning

❖ Active smart contract owner: 0xb2c4954f80ada033617a4074ce71d65a015bac8

❖ Be aware that active smart contract owner privileges constitute an elevated

impact to  smart contract’s safety and security.

❖ Smart contract can buyback tokens from the total supply.

❖ Smart contract owner can change the buy and sell fees. This function module can

be used  to impose extraordinary transaction fees. No threshold set.

❖ Smart contract owner can change max transaction %. The smart contract owner

can  change the value to “zero”. No threshold set.

❖ The smart contract has a low severity issue which may or may not create any

functional  vulnerability.

Audit GitHub Links:

Tech-Audit:

https://github.com/Tech-Audit/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/TECHAUDIT_EXON

OVA.pdf

TechRate Audit:

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/December/Exonov

a%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf

InterFi Audit:

https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/main/Exonova_Audit

Report_InterFi.pdf

https://github.com/Tech-Audit/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/TECHAUDIT_EXONOVA.pdf
https://github.com/Tech-Audit/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/TECHAUDIT_EXONOVA.pdf
https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/December/Exonova%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf
https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/December/Exonova%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf
https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/main/Exonova_AuditReport_InterFi.pdf
https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/main/Exonova_AuditReport_InterFi.pdf


Tokenomics:

uint256 liquidityFee = 500;
uint256 buybackFee = 100;
uint256 reflectionFee = 800;
uint256 marketingFee = 100;
uint256 totalFee = 1500;
uint256 feeDenominator = 10000;

-      liquidityFee = 5%
-      buybackFee = 1%
-      reflectionFee = 8%
-      marketingFee = 1%
-      totalFee = 15%
< Owner privileges to watch – BUYBACK, MAX TX LIMIT, CHANGE BUY –
SELL FEES >

Distribution:
- 5% of the total supply will be used for ongoing marketing to help gain aggressive

influential partnerships to take the ecosystem to new levels.
- 5% of the total supply will be locked away every month for charitable donations,

after every month or when the time-lock is up. We will host a poll and let the
community decide which charitable partner we choose.

- 10% of the supply will be for private sales for the core team, influential partners & a
selective few of the community. (whitelist)

- 2.4% will be set aside and used for pre-sale.
- 0.48% will be used for our liquidity pair with BNB
- 50% of the total supply was burnt before pre sale launch
- 15% of the total supply will be slowly burnt strategically throughout the first 6

months of NOVA tokens life.

All token locks are provided on our official website exonova.net/Locks



Team wallets:
We want to be as transparent with our community so we have explained and outlined
the plans and purposes for each wallet you might be curious about.

Marketing wallet:
At the general platform build phase of our project we planned and agreed to place aside 5%
of the total supply to help with marketing plans for our project. We are going to keep the
community actively involved in what marketing decisions we make to gain aggressive
influential partnerships to help take Exonova to new heights.

We only have access to 3.98% of the wallet 1x every 2 weeks, for us to use to continue
marketing.

< 0x9cb6b1044339A0a51f8904A3E72c6befA73B297F >

Charity wallet:
During the Core team build, we all came together and made sure that we set 5% of the total
supply aside for our charity wallet. Within the charity even section on our website (desktop
view only) there you will find detailed information on our charitable donations. Within that
event section there also will be a poll for our community to choose which charitable partner
we partner with and donate to. All donations will happen at the end of each month or major
milestone to create a bigger reach for our community.

We only access 10% of our charity wallet once a month, for us to donate to the
charitable organisation our community chooses.

< 0xF57Bf38AcE3a63b3CEF15C574b76690CDc128982 >

Burn wallet:
15% of the total supply will be burned strategically over the first 6 months of Exonova
“NOVA’ tokens life.

< 0x61eDB7E4023fb112D61d08511Aaf80a89572a302 >



Roadmap:

General platform launch - Onboard & confirm initial pairs, create most
efficient deflationary smart contract. Gather and build core team & Long
term vision. Official website & Social media accounts will be created.
Create and deploy smart contract on testnet, Initialise verification of
smart contract. Token metrics finalisation. Initial contract deployment
token pair, create and deploy token smart contract to BSC mainnet.
Marketing campaign expansion. Influential partnerships and team
expansion.

November 2021
Community networking, website development, private sale & presale
announcements. Gain influential partnerships & provide a main basis
following for private-sale and presale.

December 2021
NOVA Launch Campaign - Presale & Launch. Smart contract audits.
Tokenomics simulations will be integrated and finalised. Full scale NOVA
marketing campaign, Further influencing walk through talk throughs &
first charitable donation from NOVA in USDT

Q1 2022
Sector smart contract design & website creation. Testnet goes live.
Sectors integration with NOVA. Sector fair launch. To create a
dual-project ecosystem.

Q2 2022
Gather and build a core team for an official NOVA merchandise store,
Full store integration into our project. Duel-project ecosystem in full
swing, NOVA will aim to get listed on Major CEX such as Binance etc

Q3 2022
Sector NFT marketplace creation and development and integrate testnet
marketplace into Exonova ecosystem. Creation and development of
storefront for Exonova merchandise.



Q4 2022
ARK smart contract design & website creation. Testnet goes live. ARK
integration with Exonova ecosystem. ARK presale & launch. Finalise the
Multi-project ecosystem. Storefront integration into our ecosystem.
Sector NFT Marketplace deployment. Final Exonova design & website
completion, merch stores test net goes live. Branching from NOVA's
main net.

December 2022
First limited merchandise launch, All payment integration will be made
with NOVA, USDT & BNB. With purchases using NOVA, it will be used
as a community buy back for burn. Christmas & New years giveaways.

2023
Storefront revamp & second merchandise launch. community NOVA
payment buyback will be burnt before (second merchandise launch).
Continue to push wide on platforms and other DEX & CEX to provide a
bigger bases and foundations. Open a wider store front end for other
projects to host their merchandise for public sale amongst our
communities.

2024-2025
Fund creation and development of NFT & Merch Dapp platform.
Creation and development of Dapp. Build Dapp Core team. Blue-print
development of Exonova “EON” protocol Blockchain, Brainstorm & fund
first line creation and structure of Exonova “EON” Protocol Blockchain.

2025-2027
General Exonova “EON” protocol Blockchain platform launch - Onboard
& confirm initial pairs, Build core team for blockchain, EON protocol
website creation & deployment. EON token creation & testnet
deployment. Deploy contract to mainnet. Contract audit, EON protocol
Private sale (whitelist). Public launch and giveaways. Maintain
blockchain functionalities and utilities.




